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Alternate Contact (These individuals will receive copies of this correspondence):
Name
Email Address
Phone Number
Section 1: General Information 
2. Is the University of Arizona the IRB of record for a multi-site study?
*Please submit the Multi-Site Renewal/ Closure of Human Research document.
3. Does this project receive funding? If yes, please explain below.
4. For industry sponsored projects approved on or after 3/1/19, please provide the IRB payment eDoc#: (see IRB Fees Guidance)
Section 2: Current Protocol Status (check all that apply)
Enrollment in progress or still planned (please send only word version of the consent(s) if applicable)
The research is permanently closed to enrollment (including the addition of new records or specimens from people not previously "enrolled" on chart review or specimen- only studies) 
All subjects have completed all research-related interventions and/or interactions
The research remains active only for long-term follow-up of subjects
Collection of private identifiable information is completed 
The remaining research activities are limited to identifiable data analysis. NOTE: If all enrollment, treatment, follow-up and data analysis of identifiable data are completed the project may be concluded.
This project was administratively closed and this submission is to resolve the administrative closure.
No subjects were ever enrolled and the study will not be conducted.
This study has been concluded. All enrollment, data collection, and identifiable data analysis has been completed.
Section 3: Enrollment Status
IRB Approved
Since Activation	
Since Last Approval
Male (total)
Female (total)
Other/ Unknown (total)
Number of participants enrolled in the study locally:
1. Since the last IRB review, have any subjects withdrawn or been withdrawn from the research?
Section 4: Report on Progress
Section 4: Report on Progress
Section 4: Report on Progress
Section 5: Questionnaire
If any answers are "Yes" please explain in the boxes below.
1. Since the last IRB review, have subjects experienced harms (expected or unexpected)?
2. Since the last IRB review, have subjects experienced any benefits?	
3. Since the last IRB review, have there been any reportable information items, including unanticipated problems involving risks to subjects or others? 
Date of Approval
Brief description of reportable item
4. Since the last IRB review, have any subjects or others complained about the research?
5. Since the last IRB review, have there been any interim findings, multi-center trial reports; sponsor/monitor findings or reports; or data safety monitoring board reports? 
If Yes, provide a copy of the findings or report.
6. In the opinion of the principal investigator, have the risks or potential benefits of this research changed?
7. Since the last IRB review, have there been any amendments to the research? 
Date of Approval
Brief description of amendment
8. Have any problems that required prompt reporting NOT been submitted as required?
9. Since the last IRB review, have there been any changes to the data security/ storage or protection of data?
You have now completed this form.  Next steps: 
1) Please save a copy of this document for your records.
2) Email the form to the appropriate individuals for their approval. 
3) Once it is ready email the application and attach all additional documents to vpr-irb@email.arizona.edu. Please review HSPP Guidance for any additional documents that are needed.  
Principal Investigator
 
I certify that the information I provide in this application is correct and complete in accordance to UA polices and procedures.
 Department Head/ Designee Approval
 
I have reviewed this form and determined that all departmental requirements are still met.         
Signature of Department/ Center/ Section Review
NOTE: Actual signature is not required. The HSPP Office will accept either email confirmation or an actual signature. This means that all signatures might not be on the same document. Attach email confirmations with your submission. 
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